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Introduction: Level Eater 7.77

T

he annual level eater events in

Chicago have been art shows,
concerts, and actual-play events
celebrating the joys of D&D.
At last year’s Level Eater event,
many tables of players confronted the Six Dire
Demons, unleashed when a terrible evil force
was let loose from an ancient tomb. Though
many brave heroes died, the demons were
beaten and the land was saved.
But the peace did not last.
Astronomers and sages, all across the
fantastical land, say that something fearsome
is drawing nigh. They see it as a shape against
the stars, warping space around itself. Legend
says it must be the tyrannical demigod we
know only as the Nemesis. It must be stopped.
We’re going to need some heroes.

1. The Nemesis Approacheth
From far away, across starry darkness and
mysterious history, an enemy approaches,
fracturing reality into seven parallel dimensions
as it does...

2. A Recorded Prologue
Intrepid players join a local gamemaster to play
D&D near microphones and unlock the Seven
Weapons used by players in the event.

3. Level Eater 7.77 Event
Players gather in adventuring parties to confront
the Nemesis in different, parallel incarnations of
its dangerous lair.

4. Share the Adventure
After we find out how (or if) the Nemesis was
defeated, the adventure module may go on sale
online so you can play at home.
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Origins of the
Nemesis

The Nemesis Arrives

If any living being here knows the true
origin of the nefarious demigod that we
know now as the Nemesis, they keep it a
secret. But I will tell you what we think—
and what we once thought—to be true...
When first it arrived, we said it was a
fallen deity, cast out of some pantheon for
abusing its power over mortal creatures.
This shows our hopes that the gods judged
each other for such things—cared about
how their fellow gods treated us.
After banishing the Nemesis, we came
to believe that its claims of godlike power
were always lies. For if we bested it, how
could it be more than a fraction of what it
claimed? Perhaps a demigod? Perhaps an
avatar of some larger being? One hand of a
fuller and more terrible force, reaching out
to grasp whole kingdoms. The cries of the
people are pleasing lilts to the Nemesis.

The Nemesis now dramatizes consequences of
forgetting the past and facing the challenges of
our history again — of living in a time that
needs our heroism, like the heroes we read about.

As the Nemesis draws near, it fractures and
diffuses reality into seven parallel versions
of itself—not by choice, but in its essential
friction with our mundane world. Our
sages, priests, and wizards say it’s already
happening. This is a sign of the Nemesis.

Uncertainty & Hope
None can be sure what the future holds.
Whatever it is that approaches from
beyond the sky, it is powerful.
Many doubt that what draws close is the
Nemesis of old. And not all who doubt the
identity and intent of the Nemesis do so out
of malice. Some, reeling from past attacks
on our world by foes of different sorts, have
put their hopes into whatever comes next
because they are afraid. They want to be
hopeful. They are desperate it—so thirsty
they would drink oil.
Yet this can put them in league with the
armies of the Nemesis, the warmongers
who know that what is coming means harm
upon the land—that the Nemesis draws
nigh—and they celebrate the Nemesis for
its malice and hatred. Stark times are not
always simple to navigate. Important deeds
are seldom easy.
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The Aspects of the Nemesis
The Nemesis’s existence encompasses seven
facets of energy, which it considers virtuous.
All of them manifest in destructive forms—
not just thought but ire, not just heat but
burning flames—because the Nemesis builds
its palaces out of ashes. All of these aspects are
common throughout the universe, valuable
to mortals and gods alike, albeit in different
ways. The Nemesis aims to form its body out
of them. It warps all to suit its needs.

Thought
First, there is the idea, be it virtuous or
vicious. Thought is the beginning, but so
too does thought follow all deeds among the
wise. All that begins, may begin as thought.
Remembrance has power. What we forget
leaves us vulnerable.

Force
Let action follow ideas, be it by steel or by
voice — or through force alone, projected
into reality
by the
arcane or
the divine.
Force makes
our will
material,
for good
or for ill.
So let us
do good
with it, to
counter
our
enemies
who
would do
otherwise.

Radiance
Radiance imbues the material—us, the
world—with rare power. It is emphatic. It is
light and it is luminous. So are we. Radiance
pushes away what’s bleak to make room for
virtue, hope, and heroism in the world.

Fire
Fire creates light and warmth, also smoke
and ash and ruin. Fires in the emptiness
reveal places, lead the way, and show us the
world, even when the world is frightening.
Fire is neither good nor evil, but in excess it
can kill.

Ice
The vastness of the universe is cold absence,
emptiness between realities and worlds.
We fill it with purpose and dream in those
spaces, for the stars in the heavens promise
possibilities. Cold is neither good nor evil,
but in excess it can kill.

Lightning
Power in the heavens, where the world meets
the heavens in our skies, is called lightning—
bright and sharp, beautiful and dangerous.
Lightning moves deed from emptiness to the
earth, potent but so short, so fleeting. Here
and then gone.

Thunder
The call of power, announcing might and
majesty in the voice of the heavens. The
realm reverberates where its sound reaches
our plane from distant forces. Hear it as it
traverses the land and echoes afar. It is the
peal of barriers being broken.
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History and Legend

We have met this foe before.
In ancient times, it came to devour our land
and twist our people into hateful mockeries of
ourselves. It sows fear, then harvests and eats the
fruits of that fear.
Sages of old believed the Nemesis was a being—
perhaps mortal, once—cast out from some distant
pantheon. It aspires to godhead. It seeks to
make a body for itself out of vital energies of the
world: the aspects of its form. How those energies
interact is a mystery. The Nemesis combines them
in a strange mixture to create itself.
Still, we learned much from our past victories
against the Nemesis. The people of the realm
banded together to drive it out, knowing they
could not survive as they were, not if it ruled.
As the Nemesis approached, our reality
fractured and diffused into seven parallel facets,
as if put through a prism. These dimensions are
nearly invisible to each other, but the Nemesis
sees them all—and aims to subjugate all of them,
and all of us, when it has fully formed. Before it
coalesces, it is vulnerable, like an exposed nerve.
In case it ever returned, we dedicated
monasteries and scribes to keeping the lore we
would need to win this fight again. They fused
together the seven magical weapons used to best
the Nemesis the first time, forming them into a
single artifact: the Star of the Seven. They
hoped we would never need it, but suspected we
would face the Nemesis again one day.
Centuries later—now—many have come to
doubt the truths of our history and legends.
Sometimes we are wise to doubt, wise to wonder
if we know better than those who came before us.
Sometimes we must see for ourselves, for better or
worse. Alas, at the same time, the Nemesis preys
upon doubt, and discord gives it strength.

What Your
Characters Might
Know of the Nemesis

If you’re playing a character at Level Eater 7
then your character has likely heard the following
notions about the Nemesis. What your character
believes is up to you, but cannot contradict the
fact that your character dares to face it.
If you like, roll a die and use this list as a
random table to determine what your character’s
kin have heard about the Nemesis (and maybe
even what they believe about it):
d6
1

2

3

4

5

6
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Rumor
The Nemesis is a mighty being, and its
arrival cannot be thwarted or denied.
Either it makes us stronger or it is the
ending we have made for ourselves.
Accept it.
The “Nemesis” is misunderstood.
Legends are merely legends. We
should study the Nemesis, see what it
does, and react accordingly.
We have never met this foe before.
The Nemesis was real, but this is not
the same being as before. We are not
ready to face it.
The Nemesis heralds the coming
of something worse that cannot be
defeated. These are the end times.
The Nemesis poses as a demigod to
make use afraid of it, but it can be
resisted and endured like any foe.
Brace yourselves.
The Nemesis was cast out by the gods
and it is our duty to hone our strength
and resist it, now and forever.
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The Seven Weapons

The Star of the Seven has been found. A
handful of brave adventurers took it to the
Monastery of the Star and transformed it
back into the seven magical weapons that
once defeated the Nemesis. They paid for
this victory with their lives.
The seven weapons now dwell between
realities, waiting for you.
When you reach the lair of the Nemesis,
the energies coursing through the site shall
attract one of the seven weapons to each of
the seven parallel incarnations of the lair.
The weapon will find you, and it will be
one of these:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Burning Axe
The Force Hammer
The Cold Sword
The Lightning Spear
The Radiant Arrow
The Orb of Thought
The Thunder Staff

When you get it, you will know its powers.
Each weapon opposes a different aspect
of the Nemesis. You must match the right
weapon to the right incarnation of your foe.

The Magic Mirrors
The lair of the Nemesis has magical tools
you can use. They interact with the seven
weapons in useful ways. Look for them
within the lair—they are magic mirrors.
Each mirror allows you to communicate
across realities, to adventurers in other
versions of the lair.
You can use a mirror to send one of the
seven weapons across reality as well.
This is how it works:
•
•

Each mirror can receive any number
of notes or magic weapons from other
incarnations of the lair.
Each mirror can send any number of
notes across the realities, but sending
one of the seven weapons uses up the
mirror that sends it. Be sure you’re
sending the right weapon to the
adventurers who need it.

At the outset, we don’t know which
weapon is the right fit for which incarnation
of the Nemesis as it is taking form. Fire
probably opposes ice, but which form
opposes thunder or radiance?
The clues are in the lair.

In play, the seven adventuring parties that venture into the lair of the
Nemesis are each on their own — mostly. The seven player groups do
have a few ways to interact on their quest, including the ability to send
the seven weapons through the magic mirrors. The weapon you start
with might not be the best weapon for battling the Nemesis in your
version of the dungeon!
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Confrontation with
the Nemesis

The time has come. Now, with scant knowledge
and fragile legends to guide us, we must fight anew.
We must drive the Nemesis out of our realm. We
must be like the legends we were raised to exalt.
We must not fear the struggle, for we are stronger
than we know.
Wizards have gone mad by eavesdropping on the
Nemesis, but they have learned something vital:
the Nemesis has touched down upon our realm
already. It has delivered its vessel like a dagger
into the site where it shall manifest in all seven
dimensions, before coalescing into a singular being
to conquer us.

The scepter of the Nemesis has cut a gash, a
chasm beneath the land, and grown out from
itself an insane warren of chambers in the ground.
There, in its lair, the Nemesis must be confronted
and driven from this world again, as it was in times
of old. It cannot be slain, but it can be beaten back.
Seven bands of heroines and heroes, each within
a different facet of the fractured realm, must
acquire and brandish one the ancient weapons to
challenge the incarnation of the Nemesis in their
own version of the world.The right ones, in the
right dimensions, are our secret weapons.
If we cooperate — and if we succeed — the
Nemesis may be driven back once again.
We hope.
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